Abstract-The biometric authentication, which use the characteristic of persons to verify their identity by using their behavioral and physiological characteristics are an important application of the pattern recognition. There are different biometric modalities used to achieve the task of recognition. Among the most popular traits biometric currently used in several applications are the face and the iris. This paper proposes a multi-biometric technique which combines the face modality with the both irises (the left and the right irises) to authenticate the persons. The fusion of these two traits biometrics combines the advantages of the both instances of the iris modality with the face modality. The wavelets are used for the extraction of the biometrics features and the Support Vector Machine is used to obtain scores for fusion. Then, the Min-Max operator is used to normalize these scores. The fusion is operated at score level by the combination of two methods: a combination method and a classification method. So, we used the five rules (Sum, Product, Max, Min, Mean) combined with a classification method for the fusion. The Fusion is tested using the SDUMLA-HMT database. The experimental results show that multi-biometric systems achieve the task of recognition better than the mono-modal systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
Today, biometric is considered as one of the important applications of the pattern recognition, which solves many problems of security. It refers to the automatic recognition of persons based on their traits biometrics.
The biometric systems based on one biometric modality, suffer from a number of limitations like the [1] :
 Non-universality,  Possibility of fraud,  Limitation in terms of performance recognition.
In contrast, the integration of the biometric information presented by the various modalities can solve many problems of the mono-modal systems. However, there are several biometric modalities such as:
The biometric system can operate in one of these two modes:
 The Authentication mode,  The Identification mode.
In this work, we integrate two modalities which are: the face and the both instances of the iris modality. Our multi-biometric system operates in the authentication mode. We choose the fusion of these two modalities because the face modality is no-intrusive [2] and it considered as one of the most natural ways to recognize a person. In addition, the iris is one of the most accurate biometric modalities [3] and its falsification is difficult [4] . Also, the acquisition of the both modalities can be done by the same capture device. This paper is based on our previous work which fused the both units of the iris modality [5] . The present paper proposes a multi-biometric technique based on the both irises and the face fused at score level.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The face authentication and the iris authentication are presented in Section II. Section III describes the steps of our approach. The experimental results obtained are presented in Section IV and an overall conclusion is presented in Section V.
II. FACE AUTHENTICATION AND IRIS AUTHENTICATION
The multimodal system based on the fusion of the iris and the face is a biometric research that is considered to be an important part of the biometrics techniques. The integration of the biometric information can operate before or after the matching step.
The fusion of the face and the iris modality has attracted the attention of several researchers:
 After the matching step:
o The score level: Zhang and al. [19] [31] . o The rank level: Connaughton and al. [32] [33] . o The decision level: Lee and al. [34] .
The acquisition and the processing of the biometric data are two important requirements in the multimodal systems. These two requirements can operate successively (the serial mode) or simultaneously (the parallel mode).
The parallel mode is the most used because it offers the possibility of use of all available biometric information, so that allow improving the performance of the fusion.
The parallel mode is used in this work, as shown in Fig.1 : 
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
In this section, we will describe the steps of our approach used for the multi-biometric technique. It is based on the fusion of the biometric characteristics which are: the face; the right and the left irises.
For the both modalities (the face and the iris), the wavelets are used for the feature extraction. The matching score for each modality is calculated by using the SVM method and the scores are normalized by the Min-Max method. Then, the final score is generated by using the combination of two methods which are: the combination method and the classification method [35] , which is then passed to the decision module.
Our multi-biometrics system is developed using two traits (the face and the iris (the left iris and the right iris)). The structure of our multimodal biometric technique is shown in Fig. 2 .
The steps used in our approach are:
1. Capture: We used the SDUMLA-HMT database [36] in order to test the performance of our system. This database is the most used database in this field of research, see details in section IV. 2. Detection: It is necessary to segment the image to isolate the face and the iris from the rest of the image. The face is detected manually and the detection of the iris is passed by two steps: the segmentation and the normalization.
a. Segmentation: in this step, we used a modified method of the method used in the Masek system [37] , in order to isolate the iris from the rest of the image. The system Masek [37] segments the iris by using the Hough transform method which localized the pupil, the iris, the eyelids and the eyelashes. Also, The Hough Transform determined 
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Yes/No the radius and the coordinates of the center of the both circles (the pupil and the iris). In our work, the same steps as the Masek system [37] are followed for the process of the iris segmentation, but we proposed that the coordinates of the center of the pupil and the iris are the same [5] , it isn't like the system Masek [37] . This last system segment the iris in the following manner [37] : The canny detection algorithm is used to generate the contours. Therefore, the white-iris border is detected by the vertical gradients, the pupil border is detected by the both gradients (vertical and horizontal), and the detection of the iris is done before that the pupil. In our work, we add a step after this last step [5] .
We found that there are several examples of incorrect iris segmentation by the application of the Masek system on the SDUMLA-HMT iris database. However, the points of the pupil border are well detected [5] . This is what led us to propose that the two circles of the pupil and the iris are concentric. By using the Masek system, we can obtain the radius of the iris and the coordinates of the pupil center. Therefore, we used these parameters for the generation of a new circle of the iris. So, this new circle has the same center as the pupil detected previously and his radius is the same radius as the iris detected previously [5] . Figure 3 is a diagram that illustrates the steps of our modified method which is used for the process of the iris segmentation. Figure 4 illustrates the difference between the same example of iris segmented by the Masek method [37] and the modified method [5] . However, while we were applying this modified method on the SDUMLA-HMT iris database, we found that the number of the poorly detected iris is reduced [5] compared to the Masek system. The other steps for the detection of the eyelids, the eyelashes, and the reflections are the same as the Masek system [37] . b. Normalization: In this step, we used the same method as the Masek system [37] to transform the irregular disc of the iris in a rectangular image of constant size. This system based on the normalization method "Pseudo-Polar" [38] .
3. Feature extraction: In this step, we chose to use the same method for the feature extraction of the both modalities (the face and the both irises). Therefore, the single level two-dimensional wavelet decomposition of the signal using the Daubechies wavelet is used to extract the feature vectors of the face and the both units of irises.
At this level, we have three features vectors: the face features vector, the left iris features vector and the right iris features vector.
Obtain scores:
The method of support vector machines (SVM) is used to get scores which are then used for the fusion. Our system is an authentication system which has as results authenticate or non-authenticate identity. Therefore, the SVM used is the binary SVM. There are several kernel functions which can use in the SVM. Among these kernel functions, we chose to use the linear function.
At this level, we have three scores: the score of the face, the score of the left iris and the score of the right iris. normalization method is used to transform the mono-modal scores in a comparable range. At this level, we have three normalized scores: the face normalized score, the left iris normalized score and the right iris normalized score. 6. Score fusion by the combination of two methods:
the combination method and the classification method [35] .
a. Combine scores: In this work, we use the five rules (Sum, Product, Min, Max and Mean) to form a single score which isn't compared with a threshold to take the final decision but it considered as a classification problem. b. Classify the combined scores: The combined scores obtained in the previous step are used as inputs of the classification method [35] . It is a separable classification method which constructed differently the optimal hyper-plane and the maximum margin compared to the support vector machines [35] .
The algorithm of this method [35] is also used in our previous work [5] . The steps of this algorithm are detailed in [5] as follow: 
The maximization of a concave quadratic program is the result of the SVM. This quadratic program can be solved by the projection method [41] 
For more details of this method see [41] . 7 . Decision: The decision can be taken according to the result of the classification method. The decision function is given by:
(sign: is the sign of the result of ( b az  ), z: is an unknown element to classify, and ( a and b ) are the parameters which are determined by the classification method [35] ). If the output of the function is positive then the person is authenticated. Otherwise, if the output is negative then the claimed identity is rejected [5] . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Description of the Database
The integrated biometric system was tested on the nonchimerical database (SDUMLA-HMT). This database contains the both irises (the left and the right irises) with the face modality.
The SDUMLA-HMT was collected by Shandong University, Jinan, China in 2010. This database is characterized by: [42]  The number of subjects in this database is 106 subjects, containing 45 females and 61 males which their age is between 17 and 31. In the five sub-databases, all the biometric modalities with the same person are captured from the same subject [42] .
In our work, we use the two sub-databases: The face database and the iris database, which will be detailed herein after:  Face database: In this sub-database, seven ordinary digital cameras were used to capture the face. There are four variations in this database: [42] o 3 types of poses:
o 4 types of expressions:
o 2 types of accessories: The size of each image of this database is 640×480 pixels and its format is the "BMP" format. The total size of this database is 8.8 G Bytes [42] .  Iris database: The iris database contains 106 subjects and every subject provided 5 images for each of the eyes. So, the iris database is composed of 2×5×106=1,060 images. The size of each image of this database is 768 × 576 pixels and it is saved in "BMP" format. The total size of the iris database is about 0.5G Bytes [42] . 
B. Results and Discussion
For the evaluation of our biometric system, we must use a database of N individual having the image of the face and the both instances of the iris. For this, we must use a database which contains the face and the both irises (the left and the right irises). In this work, we chose the SDUMLA-HMT database which includes the biometric traits with the same person captured from the same subject.
Totally, we have seven images of face for each subject with five images for each of his eyes. For each subject and for each modality, the three images are randomly sampled as train samples and the rest are used for the test.
There are several indicators which can use to evaluate the biometric authentication systems. In our work, we choose to use the following indicators: [5] Figure 7 presents the ROC curve for each database which is a subset extracted from the SDUMLA-HMT database.
We divide the SDUMLA-HMT database into 12 subdatabases. Therefore, each session in face database (Accessory Eye-Glass, Accessory Hat, Expression Frown, Expression close eyes, Expression Smile, Expression Surprise, Illumination One, Illumination Three, Illumination Two, Pose Down, Pose Normal, Pose Up) is combined with the iris database to form the databases (BD1, BD2, BD3, BD4, BD5, BD6, BD7, BD8, BD9, BD10, BD11, BD12) respectively. For each database, each curve plots the FAR in the Yaxis versus the FRR in the X-axis. Each curve represents the performance of the three mono-modal systems tested separately with the SVM classifier (the face recognition, the left iris recognition and the right iris recognition). Also, it demonstrates the influence of each fusion method on the performance of the proposed approach. The first method applied for the fusion is the SVM. However, our contribution is the use of the combination methods coupled with the classification method [35] for the fusion. Therefore, we use the five combination rules (Product, Somme, Min, Max and Mean) coupled with the classification method [35] :
 CP is the combination of the product rule with the classification method Chikhaoui and Mokhtari [35] ,  CS is the sum rule coupled with the classification method [35] ,  CMI is the combination of the min rule with the classification method [35] ,  CMA is the max rule combined with the classification method [35] ,  CME is the mean rule coupled with the classification method [35] . Figure 7 confirms that the multi-biometric is more performance than the mono-modal biometric and it illustrates that the iris modality is more performance than the face modality. Also, it demonstrates that the five fusion approaches (CP, CS, CMI, CMA, and CME) give results better than the SVM method used for the fusion for all the databases.
The execution time of each fusion method (CP, CS, CMI, CMA, and CME) is between 70 sec and 150 sec (Processor: Intel (R) Core (TM) i7-4510U CPU @ 2.00GHz 2.60GHz & 4 GB of memory). For the evaluation of the performance of classification, there are different criteria. Among these criteria, we decided to use the AUC (area under the ROC curve). An area of 1 corresponds to a perfect test; an area of 0.5 signifies a worthless test.
We can obtain from the ROC curve the Equal Error Rate (EER) at which FAR and FRR are equal. Also, we can get the AUC. Table 1 illustrates the evaluation of the system performance. According to the experiment results, we find that the iris modality is more performance than the face modality. The results show that the fusion gives EER and AUC better than the three mono-modal systems taken separately (the face recognition, the left iris recognition and the right iris recognition). Also, we find that the five approaches of fusion (CP, CS, CMI, CMA, and CME) give results better than the SVM. For all the subdatabases of the SDUMLA-HMT, the both approaches CS and CP give the best result according to the EER and the AUC achieved, then the CMA approach, CME approach, CMI approach respectively with this order. This work presents a multi-biometric authentication technique based on fusing two common biometric modalities which are: the face and the both irises (the left and the right irises). Our contribution is the use of a modified method for the iris segmentation and we fused the both modalities by combining two methods the combination method with the classification method. According to the results obtained, we confirmed that the integration of the biometric information gives the best result compared with the use of one biometric modality and we also affirmed the value of combining the face with the both units of the iris modalities.
As future work, we can add other modalities. Also, we can combine different techniques to improve the performance of the authentication system and as possible as we will use artificial neural network approach with deep learning technique to perform results and accuracy of multi-biometric authentication.
